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New techniques for food processing are areas of interest for the food industry and ohmic heating is 
an example of a new technique where there are many possible applications in the food area.  
The aim of this work was to characterize and compare quality aspects of high quality cloudberry 
jam with 70 weight-% berries produced on one hand by traditional batch processing technique and 
on the other hand by ohmic heating in a continuous process. Sensory analysis was performed on 
the two jams by a trained panel. In order to investigate the consumer opinions in different countries 
a consumer study was performed including 402 consumers from the four countries Sweden, 
Portugal, Ireland and Slovakia. Rheological properties of the jam were also measured. The results 
showed that there were no significant differences for any of the sensory attributes between the jam 
produced by traditional technique and the jam produced by ohmic heating. The results from the 
consumer study showed that in all four countries, the appearance, odour, flavour, texture, aftertaste 
and overall quality of both jams were liked to the same extent. However, differences in liking 
cloudberry jam differed between the participating countries. The Swedish and the Portuguese 
consumers were in general giving higher scores on the liking of the cloudberry jams than the 
Slovakian and Irish consumers. There were no differences found between the two jams according 
to the rheological properties of the samples. The results indicated that it was possible to maintain 
the same quality of cloudberry jam produced by ohmic heating as of cloudberry jam produced in a 
traditional way.   
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